1 , Gaussian two-way channel with uniform output quantization is studied. For Gaussian inputs, the optimum uniform finite-level quantizer is determined numerically for different values of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). The two-way channel with constellation-based transmitters is then investigated. A formulation for the so-called Shannon achievable region of this channel is developed and numerical computations of this region are presented for particular constellations. It is shown that if one transmitter utilizes a rotated version of the constellation used at the other transmitter, the Shannon achievable region can be enlarged.
I. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
The two-way channel [1] , in its conventional form, consists of two nodes or users. Each node has its own transmitter and receiver. The nodes intend to transmit their messages to each other over one single channel. A fundamental feature of this channel is the so-called self-interference, i.e., the leakage of one node's transmitted signal at its own receiver. That is, the desired signal for one user plays the role of interference for the other user.
The capacity region of a two-way channel in its general form is still unknown. In [1] , Shannon established inner and outer bounds on the capacity region of a two-way channel. Suppose X i andỸ i represent the transmitted signal and received signal for i th node, i ∈ {1, 2}. Lets denote the rate of the code-book that carries information from transmitter 1 to receiver 2 by R 1 and from transmitter 2 to receiver 1 by R 2 . The outer bound includes all pairs of (R 1 , R 2 ) satisfying the inequalities
where X 1 and X 2 have an arbitrary joint distribution. As for the inner bound, these expressions still hold, however, X 1 and X 2 are independent random variables. Fig. 1 illustrates the so-called Gaussian Two-Way Channel (GTWC) given byỸ
1 Accepted in Biennial Symposium on Communications, BSC2016 where X 1 and X 2 represent the transmitted signals with power constraints E{|X i | 2 } ≤ P i for i = 1, 2 and Z 1 and Z 2 are additive noises at the receiver sides. Moreover, Z 1 and Z 2 are independent zero-mean Gaussian random variables, N (0, σ 2 z ). Since the physical distance from one node's receiver to its own transmitter is usually much smaller than the distance to the other node's transmitter, the interfering signal has much higher power than the desired signal, i.e., d and a are much larger than c and b, respectively 2 . In [2] , the capacity region of GTWC is shown to be the rectangular region
From (3) it can be seen that the capacity achieving inputs are Gaussian and each side can completely cancel the selfinterference. As such, GTWC is equivalent to two orthogonal (parallel) Gaussian point-to-point channels.
An analysis on two-way erasure channels was presented in [6] . In recent years, the two-way relay channel has attracted many researchers, from both analysis [8] and design [9] points of view. In a two-way relay channel, it is usually assumed that there is no direct link between the two nodes and transmission is facilitated using relay nodes. Different strategies for relaying were designed for this network and articles about this type of channel compose most of the two-way channel literature.
However, in this paper, we try to address some problems that may arise for conventional two-way channels, Fig. 1 The system model is given by
where Y 1 and Y 2 are the quantized outputs and Q(·) is quantization function. Since quantization is a nonlinear operation, users cannot cancel the effect of self-interference anymore. Therefore, in contrast to GTWC, Gaussian inputs are not necessarily optimal.
We utilize identical quantizers with a finite number of quantization levels at both ends. The grain size of the quantizers is denoted by q. The output of the quantizer can take any of the M real numbers in the set
We take
as the measure of SNR. In [3] , [4] , it is shown that in a point-to-point Gaussian channel with quantized output, the capacity achieving input distribution is discrete with a finite number of mass points. In the setup of a GTWC with quantized outputs, our results confirm the supremacy of discrete inputs over Gaussian inputs at least in the low SNR regime. As such, the majority of the paper is devoted to constellation-based transmitters.
In [3] , it is proposed that the loss in mutual information between the input and output of a point-to-point channel due to low-precision quantization is tolerable and even for high values of SNR (20 dB), 3-bit quantizers do not decrease the performance more than 15% compared to infinite precision quantization. Motivated by this observation, we rely on 8-level (3-bit) quantizers in our simulations unless otherwise stated.
The rest of this paper is organized as following. In section II, performance of Gaussian inputs is shortly studied and optimum grain size of quantizer is computed numerically for some SNRs. In section III, for 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional scenarios, the expression for achievable rate region with constellation-based inputs is derived. In section IV, we consider a θ degrees rotation in constellation of one of the users, and investigate its results on rate region.
II. GAUSSIAN INPUTS
Although Gaussian inputs are not necessarily optimal for our problem, it is still of interest to evaluate their performance in this model. For the sake of simplicity, we assume that all channel gains are identical and equal to one. Moreover, we set P 1 = P 2 = P . Due to symmetry, we focus on computing R 1 . According to (1), we need to compute I(X 1 ; Y 2 |X 2 ). Note that Y 2 is a discrete random variable. Deriving a closed form for this conditional mutual information is unlikely. However, we can compute it numerically and find the optimum quantizer. The following observations can be made from this figure:
1-Low-precision quantizing does not affect performance considerably. For example, at SNR = 4.77 dB, the best rate we can achieve is 0.89 bits/sec/hz with grain size 1.3. If we do not use a quantizer, this rate would be 1 bits/sec/hz according to (3) . This implies that there is about 10% loss due to 3-bit quantization in contrast to the case with no quantization.
2-Fixing the value of M , there is only one optimum grain size. In fact, for small grain sizes, the quantizer cannot cover the whole dynamic range of its input. On the other hand, as we increase the grain size, the resolution decreases. This results in loss of information as well. The reduction continues until we reach a point in which almost the whole signal lies in one step and the amount of I(X 1 ; Y 2 | X 2 ) converges to a certain number (e.g., 0.37814 for SNR = 4.77 dB).
3-As SNR increases the dynamic range of the signal at the quantizer input grows and the optimum grain size increases accordingly.
III. CONSTELLATION-BASED INPUTS
Next, we evaluate the Shannon achievable region in a GTWC with constellation-based inputs. Simulation results in Table 1 compares the values of R 1 in constellation-based GTWC with PAM signals and GTWC with Gaussian inputs. According to this Table, at least at low SNR discrete input has supremacy over Gaussian. We didn't optimize over all discrete inputs though, and just used identical 8-points PAM with different power constraint for both transmitters. For the rest of this paper, we assume that the noise power is equal to 1, i.e., σ Suppose X 1 and X 2 are generated uniformly over finite constellations X 1 and X 2 with cardinality K 1 and K 2 , respectively, i.e., X 1 = {x 1,1 , x 1,2 , ..., x 1,K1 } and X 2 = {x 2,1 , x 2,2 , ..., x 2,K2 }. One may express I(X 1 ; Y 2 |X 2 ) as
For I(X 2 ; Y 1 | X 1 ) we will have exactly the same arguments as (6) and just need to exchange the indices.
We study both 1-dimension and 2-dimension scenarios in the following subsections.
A. 1-Dimensional Constellations
In this subsection, we consider a constellation with points along one axis. For such constellation, H(Y 2 | X 2 ) in (6) has the following form:
and
On the other hand,
We need to discuss about (9) . Note that Y 2 is a quantized version ofỸ 2 and the probability density function ofỸ 2 is
This leads us to (11) where φ(·) is the cumulative distribution function of a standard Gaussian random variable. As for
Similarly, H(Y 2 | X 1 = x 1,j , X 2 = x 2,i ) can be written as (13).
B. 2-Dimensional Constellations
Next, we consider 2-Dimensional Constellations. The ambient noise at both ends is modeled as circularly symmetric complex Gaussian noise with unit variance.
We need to perform 2-dimensional quantization at outputs. Quantization is performed independently on each dimension. Due to uniform quantization, the quantizer regions, R mn , will be rectangular with horizontal boundaries b m−1 and b m and vertical boundaries d n−1 and d n . Let us denote the quantization levels by l mn . Assume that the quantizers have M horizontal and N vertical levels. If y i ∈ R mn then Q(y i ) = l mn (for i = 1, 2). Basically, expressions for obtaining conditional mutual information in 2-dimensional case can be derived in an almost similar manner to 1-dimensional problem. However, they are slightly different. Equations (7) and (12) remain unchanged. However, equations (8) to (11) and (13) change to equations (14) to (18) where T (1) and (2) . Note that we need to rely on numerical computations.
In the next section, the rate region will be sketched for 4-PAM and QPSK at some SNRs.
IV. ROTATION OF CONSTELLATION
In this section we extend the concept of Uniquely Decodable (UD) alphabet pairs proposed in [5] .
For given constellations X 1 and X 2 , X sum1 and X sum2 are defined as follow (given a = d and b = c):
In fact, X sum1 and X sum2 denote the quantized version of received constellations at each receiver. Given the mappings ψ 1 : X 1 × X 2 → X sum1 and ψ 2 : X 1 × X 2 → X sum2 , we call the pair (X 1 , X 2 ) to be a UD pair if ψ 1 and ψ 2 are one-to-one mappings.
If the pair (X 1 , X 2 ) is UD, probability of error in decoding the received signal decreases and information can be transmitted through the channel at higher rates.
A simple way to achieve such UD pairs is to rotate the constellation of one user, i.e, X 2 = X 1 e jθ . As such, we let K 1 = K 2 = K. Our goal is to find an angle of rotation that maximally enlarges the Shannon achievable region. Let us denote such an angle by θ * . Numerical simulations show that the rotation of one constellation enlarges the achievable region and in some cases, results in a rectangular region. According to the definition of UD pairs, it is clear that in some cases, constellation rotation does not help us in reaching our goal, i.e., θ * = 0, specially for quantizers with large grain size. In fact, the optimum value of θ depends on the structure of the quantizer. Generally, for 1-dimensional constellations, θ * = 90 for most of the cases. For 2-dimensional constellation, by increasing the number of constellation points, the optimum angle decreases.
For a UD constellation pair, both X sum1 and X sum2 have K 2 elements. As SNR increases, sum rate converges to log 2 K 2 = 2 log 2 K, which is the maximum achievable sumrate for a channel with K-point constellations at inputs.
It is necessary to mention that if we do not quantize the output, rotation of constellation does not help in enlarging the rate region, because the receiver knows the constellation. Therefore its rotation does not provide any further information. However, since the quantizer does not operate linearly, its output is not completely clear for the receiver. From a mathematical point of view, (17) without quantization is an integral from −∞ to +∞ and rotation, which is equivalent to changing the mean value of the random variableỸ 2 , does not have any effect on the results. But, because we are integrating on a bounded interval, location of the mean value ofỸ 2 is important.
A. Applying Rotation method to QPSK and 4-PAM
In this section the effect of rotation of constellation is studied for some practical constellation choices. In all of the results of this section, we assume all channel gains are equal to 1, and grain size of the quantizer is also equal to 1.
We first apply this method to a 4-PAM constellation. As it is illustrated in Fig. 4 , rotation enlarges the achievable rate region considerably, specially for higher values of SNR. Without rotation we have only one dimension in transmission. Through applying rotation, we are adding another dimension which decreases the effect of self-interference. Fig. 5 shows the results of rotation of one QPSK constellation. Here, we can see the advantage of rotation as well. In a moderate SNR (10 dB) we can almost achieve 2 bits/sec/hz for each user which is the maximum achievable rate when we use this particular constellation.
We can also compare the performance of these two constellations. For all amounts of SNR, QPSK works better than PAM, as it was expected. But, for PAM, improvement obtained by rotation of constellation is much larger than QPSK. This is due to the orthogonality (θ * = 90 for PAM) caused by rotation for 1-dimensional constellations. We considered the effect of presence of uniform saturating quantizers at the receivers of Gaussian two-way channel. As the input of this channel, some discrete constellation was used which had better performance than Gaussian inputs, despite their simplicity. A formulation for achievable rate region of this channel using discrete inputs was derived and it was shown that rotation of the constellation can enlarge the rate region and help us to transmit the messages with higher rate.
Proving the optimality of discrete input can be an interesting problem for this channel. A possible way to do so is by showing that the presence of quantizers at the outputs of GTWC can implicitly impose a peak power constraint on the input signals. This approach was also employed in [3] . If this is shown, the results of [10] can be used to prove the optimality.
